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• Growing urbanization and the expansion of megacities in
emerging markets, as well as high economic growth rates,
are driving demand for infrastructure investment. Emerging
markets are forecast to account for almost two-thirds of global
infrastructure spending by 2025.
• Emerging markets are in better fiscal shape than developed
markets to grow their infrastructure despite ongoing pressures.
There is clear evidence of growth in private and foreign direct
investment in economies with a historically lower share of
public infrastructure investment.
• We recommend gaining diversified exposure and focusing
on the MSCI Emerging Markets Transportation Infrastructure
index. This index is geographically diverse, has a low correlation
to US dollar trends, and has a strong record of outperforming
broader emerging market infrastructure indices.

Source: Martin Ruetschi

Our view
Growth in infrastructure investments will outpace broader GDP
growth in emerging markets over the next decade, in our view. We
also think emerging markets will become the key driver of global
infrastructure growth, especially as developed markets' share of
global spending is forecast to fall from one-half to one-third over the
next 10 years. Rising urban migration and the continued expansion
of megacities in emerging markets are driving growth in demand for
infrastructure investment.
In many countries, inadequate urban and nationwide infrastructure
is holding back economic growth. Pressure to improve and upgrade
infrastructure is also coming from another direction: emerging
markets are increasingly competing against one another in freer
global trade regimes, forcing investments in trade and transport
networks to raise their export competitiveness and productivity. In
our view, this is a key reason why overall infrastructure investment
continues to grow in emerging markets despite recent pressure on
government finances from weaker currencies and falling oil and
commodity revenues.
Emerging markets are also increasingly being targeted to host major
international events. Recent examples include the 2008 Olympic
Games in China, the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa, and the
2016 Olympic Games in Brazil. The 2018 and 2022 FIFA World Cup
tournaments will be hosted by Russia and Qatar, respectively. Such
events can be important catalysts for infrastructure spending.
This report has been prepared by UBS AG and UBS Financial Services Inc. (UBS FS). Please see important disclaimers
and disclosures at the end of the document.
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Meanwhile, the World Economic Forum’s competitiveness survey
shows that emerging markets have plenty of catching up to do
compared with developed markets in terms of infrastructure. In the
last decade, the biggest improvement in the rankings came from
Indonesia, Russia, Qatar, and China, while the greatest deterioration
was recorded in South Africa. In terms of transportation infrastructure, for example, the three metrics in which emerging markets
lag the most are the number of air passengers flown, railway networks
as a percentage of land area, and quality of port infrastructure (see
Fig. 2). In terms of railway buildout, the EMEA region (Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa) leads Asia and Latin America. With regard to
port infrastructure quality, Latin America scores lowest.

Urbanization and inefficiencies
Urban migration is a key growth driver
According to the United Nations, the share of the emerging market
population living in urban areas has risen from 46% in 1990 to 63%
in 2015, and will reach 72% by 2030. The UN also forecasts urban
population growth in emerging markets of 12% over the next five
years, with Chinese and Indian cities alone set to receive 95m and 52m
urban migrants, respectively. Similar trends are evident in Mexico,
Turkey, and South Africa. Rising urbanization is fueling the growth of
megacities with high population densities, especially in Asia. The UN
forecasts that the number of Asians living in cities with more than
10m inhabitants will double by 2025.

Fig. 1: World Economic Forum competitiveness
rankings
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Emerging markets will account for two-thirds of spending by
2025
We forecast emerging markets’ infrastructure spending to increase
from USD 3trn in 2015 to around USD 5.5trn by 2025, bringing their
share of the total global spending on the sector to around two-thirds,
up from one-half currently. Our forecast translates into a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.3%, which outpaces our 5% GDP
growth forecast for emerging markets over the same period. A key
trend we see is a shift in spending from West to East, with emerging
Asia contributing close to 50% of global infrastructure spending by
2025. According to the Asian Development Bank, the region needs
to invest close to USD 8trn in infrastructure from 2010 to 2020 to
maintain current GDP growth rates.

2016-2017

2007-2008

Note: EM = emerging markets, DM = developed markets
Source: The Global Competitiveness Index Historical
Dataset, 2006-2017 World Economic Forum, UBS, as of
February 2017

Fig. 2: Transport infrastructure rankings
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Urban migration is a key driver of infrastructure spending in emerging
markets, as it strains public transportation, water supplies, and sanitation services, and creates demand for affordable housing and utilities. As megacities become key drivers of national economic growth,
infrastructure bottlenecks tend to impact the domestic economy if
they are not addressed through adequate investment.
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Source: World Development Indicators (2015-2016),
World Economic Forum, UBS, as of February 2017
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Thus, for emerging markets, a rise in per capita income translates into
higher demand for cars than it does in developed markets. We also
see a similar high correlation between income growth and air travel,
which is driving sharp growth in aviation infrastructure in emerging
markets worldwide.
Logistic efficiencies and competitiveness
Globalization is lowering trade barriers and driving the creation of
free-trade partnerships in and including emerging markets, such
as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) and
the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). These agreements force
emerging economies to be more competitive or risk losing their share
of export trade to peers. The World Bank’s Logistic Performance
Index gives a broad comparison of the quality of trade and transport,
reflecting the respective emerging markets’ competitiveness. The
emerging markets are ranked at an average of 55 versus developed
markets’ 14, proving they have plenty of room to improve.
Inadequate infrastructure leads to high logistic costs and is a key
area requiring investment. Within emerging markets, Russia, Brazil,
and Mexico display low efficiency relative to income, especially when
compared to Asian peers. That said, there is plenty of room for all
emerging economies to grow efficiencies relative to the US, Japan,
and the UK. Emerging markets still face several hurdles in terms of
trade openness, as most of them have higher export and import costs
than developed markets (see Fig. 6). There is still room to improve in
countries like India, Brazil, and even China, notwithstanding the more
intense historical investment in infrastructure.
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Expected Urban population growth by 2020

Source: United Nations World Urbanization Prospects
(2014 revision), UBS, as of 19 August 2015

Fig. 4: Car ownership and GDP per capita
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The International Monetary Fund forecasts GDP per capita growth in
emerging markets of 7% over the next five years, which should continue to drive the growth in car ownership. Higher GDP per capita
implies higher car ownership, though this relationship diminishes
marginally as countries have higher incomes.

Fig. 3: Urbanization
Expected urban population growth by 2020
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Fig. 5: Logistics performance index and GDP
Log of GDP per capita (USD) and quality of trade
transport infrastructure ranking
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Income growth correlates to car ownership and aviation services
Income growth driven by urbanization raises demand for transportation infrastructure through the consumption of goods like cars
(see Fig. 4) and services like travel and aviation. In emerging markets,
the sharp rise in car ownership has been a major demand driver for
road infrastructure buildout – a trend that should continue given that,
despite the recent dynamic growth, emerging markets substantially
lag developed markets in terms of car ownership.
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2014), World Economic Outlook IMF, as of October 2016,
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Foreign investment in infrastructure on the rise
Foreign direct investment (FDI) declined slightly from 2% to 1.7% of
GDP in emerging markets from 2010 to 2015. However, we believe
this is likely to rise over the next decade. FDI as a percentage of GDP
has historically been higher for Latin America and EMEA (see Fig. 10).
The correlation between infrastructure-spending-to-GDP and FDI-toGDP stands at a low 42% in Asia, according to a study by CLSA.
We believe FDI flows as a share of GDP could rise in many emerging
market regions for a number of reasons: 1) current infrastructure
investments have attractive long-term returns relative to historical
levels; 2) projected economic returns are attractive due to low
inflation, which lowers capital equipment and material costs, and low
financial expenses with zero interest rates in many parts of the world;
and 3) China and Japan continue to compete globally to secure energy
and natural resources, driving aggressive infrastructure investment
across regions including Southeast Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In
2013, China launched an infrastructure investment initiative – One
Belt, One Road – focused on establishing connectivity with countries
across its western borders.
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Source: World Bank Doing Business Indicators, UBS, as of
February 2017

Fig. 7: Fiscal balances in emerging markets in line
with developed markets
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Private infrastructure spending rising sharply
According to the World Bank’s Private Participation in Infrastructure
database, private infrastructure investment projects in developing
countries totaled USD 1.8trn in 2015 (see Fig. 9), up 5% from
2014 and 3.5 times greater than in 2000. Latin America (Brazil and
Mexico) and Asia (in particular India and China) were the targets of
almost 80% of private spending. Private investment in China, India,
and Brazil has grown at a CAGR of 5%, 20%, and 11%, respectively, in the last 10 years. EMEA has seen the smallest amount of
private investment benefiting emerging markets. However, private
investment has been growing at a CAGR of 18% in Russia and 18%
in Turkey. Transportation accounts for 25% of private infrastructure
investments, totaling almost USD 460bn in 2015 (Asia: USD 206bn;
Latin America: USD 162bn).
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Emerging market public finances in better shape
Infrastructure spending in emerging markets has largely been government-driven, although private participation has risen sharply in
recent years. That said, although most emerging economies suffer
fiscal deficits, they are generally better positioned than developed
economies to finance infrastructure spending: the aggregate fiscal
deficit in emerging markets is 3.5% of GDP, in line with developed
markets with 3% (see Fig. 7). Given the IMF’s GDP growth forecasts
of 5% and 1.75%, respectively, for these regions over the next five
years, we believe emerging market governments are in a comparatively stronger position to invest in infrastructure (see Fig. 8). For countries with weak fiscal balances, we anticipate a rising share of private
infrastructure investment.

Fig. 6: Trade openness – emerging markets lag
developed markets
Ranking for Trading Across Borders (lower is better)
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Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, UBS, as of October
2016

Fig. 8: Emerging markets have lower debt levels
and higher expected GDP growth in next five
years
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Fig. 10: FDI as a percentage of GDP
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Fig. 11: China’s fixed asset investment has grown
at a CAGR of 20% (1998 to 2014)
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One Belt, One Road
“One Belt, One Road” is a Chinese government overseas-investment
strategy that seeks to develop the historic Silk Road trade route that
runs from Western China through Central Asia to Eastern Europe. The
strategy involves investing in and financing infrastructure in countries
along this route in exchange for market access for its goods and services. This is transforming China into a major catalyst for infrastructure
investment in emerging markets. UBS estimates that outward Chinese
investment linked to One Belt, One Road could reach USD 200bn in
the next three years, representing an annual growth of 30% – double
the growth of the past six years. Investments associated with One Belt,
One Road include high-speed rail buildout in Indonesia and energy
and port investments in Pakistan. The recent cancellation of the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) by US President Donald Trump will also likely
give way for a more Asian-focused RCEP to replace it. We believe this
framework could potentially become an effective platform for OneBelt, One Road infrastructure investment in member states.
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China: Infrastructure spending to grow 10% a year until 2025
The Chinese government’s fixed asset investment in infrastructure has
grown at a CAGR of 19% over the last decade, although growth has
slowed to the mid-teens in recent years. We forecast China’s infrastructure spending to grow at an average of 10% a year from 2015 to
2025, driven primarily by continued urbanization. Approximately twothirds of China’s population will live in cities in 10 years, compared to
around 50% currently. Reflecting this rapid urbanization is the exponential rise in car ownership, which is doubling every two to three
years in first-tier cities. This has made “transport infrastructure” the
second-largest outlay within infrastructure spending, with two-thirds
invested in roads. The fastest area of infrastructure-spending growth
in China is carbon-emission reduction and water-pollution controls,
driven by ambitious government targets set for 2020. Unfortunately,
direct public investment exposure to this sector is limited. Moreover,
we expect the growth of carbon-emission and transport infrastructure
to remain closely interlinked given the increase of 250m cars in China
from 2010 to 2025, according to World Bank forecasts.

Fig. 9: Total investment projects
in USD bn
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Source: CEIC, UBS, as of February 2017

Brazil: Road concession expected in coming years
The administration of Michel Temer in Brazil has announced
an extensive infrastructure investment program, named "Projeto
Crescer" (Project Growth), which is based on public-private partnerships. The program includes projects in ports, airports, railroads,
highways, hydroelectric plants, electricity, and mining. In Brazil,
further implementation of structural reforms will be positive for infrastructure. Moreover, an accommodative monetary policy will likely be
supportive of growth-boosting new projects in infrastructure.
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Mexico: Airport operators benefit from tourism
Mexico is one of the world’s leading tourist destinations. In 2014,
the country received 29m visitors, close to 10% of the total number
of tourist arrivals in emerging markets. The tourist industry has
been recovering since the 2008–2009 collapse caused by the global
financial crisis and the swine-flu outbreak, and has grown at a CAGR
of 6% in the last five years. We maintain a constructive outlook on
the Mexican aviation and transportation sectors, which benefit from
the US economic recovery and Mexican peso devaluation. Some 60%
of Mexico’s international passenger traffic is derived from the US.

Impact investing and the UN Sustainable Development Goals
In our view, many of the United Nation's Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) are unachievable without a significant increase in infrastructure investment in emerging and developing countries. Over
1.3bn people – nearly 20% of the world's population – lack access to
electricity; 768m do not have access to clean drinking water; and over
2.5bn lack basic sanitation. This inadequacy of critical infrastructure
comes at enormous economic and social costs.
Improving access to infrastructure in developing and emerging
markets would go a long way toward alleviating poverty (SDG 1),
improving health through access to clean water and sanitation (SDGs
3 and 6), and stimulating economic growth (SDG 9). Specifically:
• Infrastructure investments can generate demand for labor, providing the stimulus that developing economies desperately need.
According to a study by the London School of Economics, a USD
1m investment in infrastructure can generate up to 50,000 jobs
(annualized) when including indirect employment opportunities.
• Improving access to infrastructure increases the efficiency of manufacturing, agriculture, and logistics. This, in turn, can increase
productivity and competitiveness, fostering domestic drivers of
growth.
• Of the forecast increase in emissions from developing countries,
70% is expected to come from infrastructure that has yet to
be built. As costs for critical green technologies – from solar
power to clean transport – continue to drop, investing in green
infrastructure now can help ensure long-term sustainable growth
potential. Fig. 12 provides an overview of green infrastructure
investment needs by infrastructure type.
• Improved access to water and sanitation would help decrease the
spread of water-borne diseases like diarrhea, a leading cause of
childhood mortality in developing countries.

Fig. 12: Green investment needs by infrastructure
type
Total dollar investment needs by infrastructure type,
2010–2030
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However, investments in infrastructure all too often focus too narrowly on meeting immediate social and/or economic needs, while
ignoring the need to make infrastructure investments sustainable.
This can have enormous long-term consequences. Power plants can
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operate for half a century or more once constructed, and investments
in coal or other fossil-fuel-burning facilities can result in millions of
tons of future locked-in emissions. Even in the short term, investments in infrastructure may have serious adverse consequences for
local wildlife and communities. The construction of large hydropower
plants can, for example, result in the forced displacement of local
populations, while improving access to remote areas might result
in unsustainable resource exploitation. To have a positive impact,
investors in this sector must be aware of – and carefully manage –
these risks.
In our view, the critical role that emerging market infrastructure can
play in achieving the SDGs, combined with high growth potential,
makes this an attractive investment theme for impact investors who
seek to achieve a measurable social impact alongside an economic
return. Public-private partnerships and other innovative financing
models have gone a long way in reducing many of the risks
that have traditionally held back investments in this theme. Consequently, an increasing number of fixed income funds have emerged
with a focus on improving access to infrastructure in developing
and emerging countries. Direct investments in transportation infrastructure (including railroads, highways, airports, or port facilities),
renewable energy, electric grids, telecommunications, and water and
sewage utilities are also possible and could help achieve impact at
scale. Direct investors, however, may face challenges when it comes to
finding investable opportunities. As with any theme, impact investors
seeking to access this theme via non-impact-specific vehicles must
assess on their own whether individual investments meet impact criteria, including intent, measurability, verification, and additionality.
Andrew Lee, Head Impact Investing and Private Markets
James Gifford, Senior Impact Investing Strategist
Nicole Neghaiwi, Impact Investing Analyst

Link to sustainable investing
As mentioned in the above section, infrastructure is built for the
long term and crucial for achieving the SDGs. However, to evaluate
whether infrastructure is truly sustainable, we have to evaluate the
potential negative environmental and social impacts during construction, as well as the potential positive versus negative environmental, social, and economic impacts that may accrue in the longer
term when the infrastructure is in use. Companies active in these
areas must therefore be scrutinized with regard to how they manage
these impacts during construction and use. This includes areas such
as: policies and programs for minimizing impact on local communities
and ecosystems, restoring habitat or offsetting activities; health and
safety management systems; and effective anti-corruption policies
and programs. MSCI ESG Ratings can give guidance on performance
on such areas by rating companies within each industry from AAA
(best) to CCC (worst) based on a selection of the most important environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues in each industry.
CIO WM Research 18 February 2017
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Fig. 14: Asia accounts for 54% of MSCI EM Transportation index, LatAm 36%, EMEA 10%
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Fig. 15: Valuations
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Risks
The main risk to our emerging market infrastructure theme is weaker
GDP growth in developing economies due to slower global growth
or lower commodity prices. Lower growth, combined with a rise in
public deficits and weak currencies, could distract emerging market
governments from focusing on infrastructure reforms. However, this
is not our base case; there is evidence that emerging market governments prioritize public infrastructure spending when economic
growth is weak, as China did in 2009. In some developing countries,
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Attractive valuations
We favor the MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure index (its constituents are listed in Table 1 for reference) as a preferred means of
gaining exposure to our theme. Valuations of this index are at 16.4x
forward price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio, in line with the 10-year average
of 16.2x (see Fig. 15). Based on average annual 10-year earnings per
share (EPS) growth of 9%, we believe index valuations are attractive to
the long-term investor. We also note that, historically, the EPS growth
of this index has a low correlation to the DXY US dollar index.
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MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure index
We recommend a diversified approach to investing in the emerging
market infrastructure theme due to the specific country or sector
risks highlighted below. In this respect, we favor the MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure index. The index comprises airport service
stocks (34%), marine ports and service stocks (34%), and highways
and rail stocks (32%). It provides access to liquid stocks and exposure
across several regional markets: Asia 56%, Latin America (Mexico and
Brazil) 34%, and EMEA (Turkey and UAE) 10% (see Fig. 14).
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Mexico

Investors need to be selective when investing in emerging market
infrastructure because of the impact that low oil and mineral prices are
having on spending in energy and extraction industry infrastructure.
We favor transportation infrastructure, where we believe the growth
drivers are structural and investment is less volatile. Transportation
infrastructure stocks make up only 8% of the MSCI Emerging Markets
(EM) Infrastructure index. A comparative study of earnings growth of
MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure versus the broader MSCI EM
Infrastructure shows that the former has consistently outpaced the
latter since 2013. This is also reflected in a consistent relative shareprice outperformance since the global financial crisis (see Fig. 13).
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How to implement this theme

Fig. 13: Relative share price performance
MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure vs MSCI EM
Infrastructure, December 2013=100
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Sustainable investment opportunities in liquid stocks exposed to
emerging market infrastructure are available in several industries
such as transportation, environmental and facilities services, utilities,
telecommunication services, and electrical equipment, as well as "soft
infrastructure" such as education services and healthcare facilities.
Several of these opportunities feature in other CIO Longer Term
Investments such as mass transit rail and emerging market healthcare
(emerging market focus), and clean air and carbon-reduction, waste
management and recycling, and education services (global focus).

MSCI EM Transportation Infrastructure - 12m fwd PE

Source: Factset, UBS, as of February 2017
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investigations into cases of corruption in public project tenders may
increase the risk of delays, as has been the case recently in Brazil
and Thailand. A recovery of energy and commodity prices and rising
GDP growth per capita should spur infrastructure spending; however,
our base case is that urbanization as a long-term structural driver
across emerging markets will ensure stable demand growth for infrastructure investment across the economic cycle.
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Appendix
Emerging Market Investments
Investors should be aware that Emerging Market assets are subject to, amongst others, potential risks linked to currency volatility, abrupt changes in the cost of capital
and the economic growth outlook, as well as regulatory and socio-political risk, interest rate risk and higher credit risk. Assets can sometimes be very illiquid and liquidity
conditions can abruptly worsen. WMR generally recommends only those securities it believes have been registered under Federal U.S. registration rules (Section 12 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934) and individual State registration rules (commonly known as "Blue Sky" laws). Prospective investors should be aware that to the extent
permitted under US law, WMR may from time to time recommend bonds that are not registered under US or State securities laws. These bonds may be issued in jurisdictions
where the level of required disclosures to be made by issuers is not as frequent or complete as that required by US laws.
For more background on emerging markets generally, see the WMR Education Notes, "Emerging Market Bonds: Understanding Emerging Market Bonds," 12 August 2009
and "Emerging Markets Bonds: Understanding Sovereign Risk," 17 December 2009.
Investors interested in holding bonds for a longer period are advised to select the bonds of those sovereigns with the highest credit ratings (in the investment grade band).
Such an approach should decrease the risk that an investor could end up holding bonds on which the sovereign has defaulted. Sub-investment grade bonds are recommended
only for clients with a higher risk tolerance and who seek to hold higher yielding bonds for shorter periods only.

Terms and Abbreviations
Term / Abbreviation

Description / Definition

Term / Abbreviation

Description / Definition

A
CAGR
E
GDP
UP

actual i.e. 2010A
Compound annual growth rate
expected i.e. 2011E
Gross domestic product
Underperform: The stock is expected to
underperform the sector benchmark

bn
COM
EPS
Shares o/s
CIO

Billion
Common shares
Earnings per share
Shares outstanding
UBS WM Chief Investment Office
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The analysis contained herein does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, investment strategies, financial
situation and needs of any specific recipient. It is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. We recommend that you
obtain financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) of investing in the manner described or in any of the products mentioned herein. Certain services and
products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot be offered worldwide on an unrestricted basis and/or may not be eligible for sale to all investors. All information and
opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as
to its accuracy or completeness (other than disclosures relating to UBS and its affiliates). All information and opinions as well as any prices indicated are current only as of
the date of this report, and are subject to change without notice. Opinions expressed herein may differ or be contrary to those expressed by other business areas or divisions
of UBS as a result of using different assumptions and/or criteria. At any time, investment decisions (including whether to buy, sell or hold securities) made by UBS AG, its
affiliates, subsidiaries and employees may differ from or be contrary to the opinions expressed in UBS research publications. Some investments may not be readily realizable
since the market in the securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed may be difficult to quantify. UBS relies on
information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas within UBS, into other areas, units, divisions or affiliates of UBS. Futures and options
trading is considered risky. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in
value and on realization you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to pay more. Changes in FX rates may have an adverse effect on the price, value or
income of an investment. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law.
Distributed to US persons by UBS Financial Services Inc. or UBS Securities LLC, subsidiaries of UBS AG. UBS Switzerland AG, UBS Deutschland AG, UBS Bank, S.A., UBS Brasil
Administradora de Valores Mobiliarios Ltda, UBS Asesores Mexico, S.A. de C.V., UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd, UBS Wealth Management Israel Ltd and UBS Menkul Degerler
AS are affiliates of UBS AG. UBS Financial Services Incorporated of PuertoRico is a subsidiary of UBS Financial Services Inc. UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility
for the content of a report prepared by a non-US affiliate when it distributes reports to US persons. All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in this report
should be effected through a US-registered broker dealer affiliated with UBS, and not through a non-US affiliate. The contents of this report have not been and will not be
approved by any securities or investment authority in the United States or elsewhere. UBS Financial Services Inc. is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity
or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the "Municipal Advisor Rule") and the opinions or views contained herein are not
intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule.
UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution or reproduction of this material in whole or in part without the prior written permission of UBS and UBS accepts no liability
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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